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Abstract: The aim of this study was to assess the effects of stochastic resonance (SR) stimulation on
sensorimotor performance during an episode of exercise-induced muscle damage (EIMD). Thirty four
men (age: 21.3 (±2.6) years; height 1.78 (±0.06) m; body mass 72.3 (±7.4) kg (mean (±SD)) gave their
informed consent to participate in this study.Sensorimotor performance (error in replicating a target
force) of the knee flexors was assessed prior to, and at 0.5 and 48 h after (i) a treatment condition
involving a single-leg EIMD conditioning of the non-preferred leg, with concomitant responses to (ii)
randomised presentation of SR, no SR and placebo conditions. Results showed a significant ANOVA
interaction for sensorimotor performance amongst factors of condition (control period; EIMD), time
(pre; post 0.5 h; post 48 h) and stimuli (SR; no SR; placebo) (F[1.5,29.3] = 5.7; p < 0.01). While scores
during an antecedent control period had remained relatively constant, the EIMD protocol had elicited
increased error in replicating a target force for the knee flexors of the non-preferred leg over time
(worsened sensorimotor performance) that had been most prominent at 48 h after exercise, but
whose negative effects had been ameliorated under conditions of SR (5.6 ± 3.1% (no SR) versus
3.7 ± 2.3% (SR) (pre) and 10.3 ± 4.2% (no SR) versus 8.1 ± 5.1% (SR) (48 h), respectively; F[1,36]
= 6.0; p < 0.01). In conclusion, this study has shown that SR conditioning-related increases in the
sensorimotor performance of the hamstring muscle group led to some protection from performance
loss following EIMD.
Keywords: stochastic resonance; muscle-damage; sensorimotor

1. Introduction
Unaccustomed eccentric exercise results in skeletal muscle damage in humans [1,2]. Impairment
to skeletal muscle function following exercise induced muscle damage (EIMD) and during prolonged
exposure to eccentric contractions is associated with symptoms that include delayed onset muscle
soreness (DOMS), loss of flexibility [3], altered neuromuscular and sensorimotor performance [4–6]
and may contribute to lower limb injuries during sporting activities. An inability of m. biceps femoris
to function optimally and counter excessive knee’ anterior shear stress may leave it susceptible to
injury [7].
Sensorimotor performance and the ability to scale volitional force and joint position precisely [3],
relies on the integration of afferent information from peripheral mechanoreceptors, central processing
and efferent information to marshal effective muscular activation and joint acuity [8]. Outcomes of
joint position sense (JPS) and force error (FE) [3,9] have been used in clinical research for its assessment.
Mechanisms underpinning EIMD-related derangement of sensorimotor performance in which subjects
consistently undershoot target forces and incorrectly estimate joint angles [5,10], include alteration to
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peripheral mechanoreceptor sensitivity, changes in muscle spindle signaling and reflex sensitivity [1,4],
and alteration to central methods of processing and perceptual sense of effort [11,12].
Strategies and mechanisms to attenuate post-EIMD sensorimotor deficits might facilitate proper
maintenance of rehabilitative progression and precision in the delivery of optimum titration of
individualised stimuli for effective conditioning. No study has assessed whether the application
of sub-sensory noise stimulation known as stochastic resonance (SR) [13], might provide an effective
compensatory means of augmenting sensorimotor performance during episodes of EIMD. SR
stimulation has
improved
mechanoreceptor
threshold detection in asymptomatic and2 somatosensory
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deficient subjects [14–16], enhanced balance and postural sway parameters [17–19] and in conjunction
signaling and reflex sensitivity [1,4], and alteration to central methods of processing and perceptual
with neoprene
sleeving, has improved JPS of the knee joint in asymptomatic and osteoarthritic
sense of effort [11,12].
subjects [20].
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of the
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progression
in the delivery
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titration
of
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immediate
effectsand
of precision
SR stimulation
(0.5 and
48 h) on
a selected
index of
individualised stimuli for effective conditioning. No study has assessed whether the application of
sensorimotorsub-sensory
performance
(FE)
during
an
episode
of
EIMD.
noise stimulation known as stochastic resonance (SR) [13], might provide an effective
compensatory means of augmenting sensorimotor performance during episodes of EIMD. SR

2. Materials stimulation
and Methods
has improved mechanoreceptor threshold detection in asymptomatic and somatosensory
deficient subjects [14–16], enhanced balance and postural sway parameters [17–19] and in conjunction
neoprene sleeving, has improved JPS of the knee joint in asymptomatic and osteoarthritic
subjects [20].
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2.1. Participants

Thirty
kg (mean
(±SD)) gave their informed consent to participate in this study. All participants were regularly involved
in exercise (at2. least
3 times
per week) and were asymptomatic at the time of assessment. Participants
Materials
and Methods
were instructed to refrain from strenuous physical activity for the 24 h prior to testing. Assessment
2.1. Participants
protocols were approved by the Research Ethics Committee, Queen Margaret University Edinburgh
Thirty four men (age: 21.3 (±2.6) years; height 1.78 (±0.06) m; body mass 72.3 (±7.4) kg (mean
(5265/GL-10/04/April/2010).
2.2.

(±SD)) gave their informed consent to participate in this study. All participants were regularly
involved in exercise (at least 3 times per week) and were asymptomatic at the time of assessment.
Experimental
Procedures
Participants
were instructed to refrain from strenuous physical activity for the 24 h prior to testing.
Assessment protocols were approved by the Research Ethics Committee, Queen Margaret University
Following
habituation
procedures, participants completed a standardised warm-up
Edinburgh
(5265/GL-10/04/April/2010).

of five
minutes cycle ergometry (90 watts) and a further five minutes of static stretching of the
2.2. Experimental Procedures
involved musculature.
Following habituation procedures, participants completed a standardised warm-up of five
The experimental
design involved comparison of the group mean responses of sensorimotor
minutes cycle ergometry (90 watts) and a further five minutes of static stretching of the involved
performancemusculature.
(force error) of the knee flexors to (i) a treatment condition involving a single-leg
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leg
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for kicking [21], with
performance (force error) of the knee flexors to (i) a treatment condition involving a single-leg EIMD
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SR and
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and
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prior
and at 0.5 and 48 h post-EIMD/control. Treatment conditions (EIMD; control) were separated by one
to, and at 0.5 and 48 h post-EIMD/control. Treatment conditions (EIMD; control) were separated by
week. The control
condition was performed first in order to avoid any potential carry-over effects.
one week. The control condition was performed first in order to avoid any potential carry-over
Participants were
verbally
encouraged
periods
maximal
muscle
activation
effects. Participants
were verballyduring
encouraged
duringof
periods
of maximal
muscle
activationininaastandardised
standardised
manner.
The
protocol
is
illustrated
schematically
in
Figure
1.
manner. The protocol is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A schematic of the protocol to assess the effects of stochastic resonance stimulation on

Figure 1. A sensorimotor
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of the protocol
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effects of muscle
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resonance
stimulation on
during an
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damage
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sensorimotor performance during an episode of exercise-induced muscle damage (Filled inverted
triangle symbols illustrate the timing of assessments of sensorimotor and neuromuscular performance).
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2.2.1. Exercise-Induced Muscle Damage (EIMD) Protocol
Participants were positioned on a gravity-resisted seated hamstring-curl machine (Life Fitness)
with both knees flexed to 90◦ . Participants used knee flexor’ eccentric muscle actions of the
non-preferred leg to actively resist knee’ movement to 0◦ flexion, against 120% of a concentric one
repetition maximum. Participants performed a warm-up (5 sub-maximal and 5 maximal eccentric
activations) and 6 sets of 10 repetitions (cadence: 0.5 Hz; 60 s inter-set recovery) with manual return of
the resistance weight by the test administrator to re-establish a starting position. Verification of EIMD
was undertaken using standard indirect markers including assessments of flexibility (Sit-and-Reach
(Cranlea, Birmingham, UK)), delayed onset muscle soreness (visual analogue scale (VAS); 0–10 (0:
no muscle soreness; 10: too sore to move the muscle); pain reported after flexing knee joint through
90◦ –0◦ ) [6,22,23] and alterations in peak force (to 48 h post-EIMD/control).
2.2.2. Stochastic Resonance Protocol
SR mechanical stimulation device (Letong™ Mini Massager; model no: LT-E-007B (Ninghai
Letong Electrical Appliance Company Limited, Ningbo, China), attached to a Mascot switching
adapter, Type: 9885 at ~25 Hz) was attached to the participant’s non preferred leg via velcro™
strapping (3.0 ± 0.2 N) just proximal to the insertion tendon of the m. biceps femoris muscle, with the
knee flexed at 25◦ . Participants were prone on the dynamometer and blinded to the purpose of the
SR, no SR and placebo conditions and to the random order in which they were presented. Analogue
control of vibration amplitude during the SR conditioning was adjusted manually by the administrator
to diminish from maximal to just sub-threshold where it remained for the sequence of FE sensorimotor
assessments. Similarly, no SR and placebo conditions involved the same procedure but with vibration
amplitude’ end-points of zero and sub-threshold by deception, respectively. Vibration amplitude
for each condition was verified by a three-dimentional accelerometer application (RS Electronics,
TE 3038-0050; 0–1.2 KHz) adjacent to the tendon fitting of the stimulation device and interfaced to
electronic recording components [24].
2.2.3. Assessment of Peak Force
Participants were secured in a prone position on a purpose-built dynamometer [24] with the
knee flexed to a functionally relevant angle of 25◦ (0.44 rad) (0◦ = full extension) [25]. The bi-lateral
lever-arms of the dynamometer were attached to the legs of the participant by padded ankle-cuffs
and adjustable strapping just proximal to the lateral malleolus. Further strapping was placed across
the mid-thoracic spine, pelvis and posterior thigh proximal to the knee. The dynamometer’s and
knee joint’s axes of rotation were aligned as closely as possible. Following a series of sub-maximal
warm-up muscle activations an auditory signal was given randomly within 1–4 s that instructed
the participants to flex the knee joint as rapidly and forcefully as possible against the immovable
restraint offered by the apparatus (load cell: 615, Tedea-Huntleigh, Cardiff, UK). Another auditory
signal was given to the participant after 2–3 s of MVMA (maximal voluntary muscle activation) to cue
neuromuscular relaxation. Each MVMA was separated from the next by at least 10 s. Static peak force
(PF) was recorded as the mean score of the highest force response achieved during three intra-trial
replicates. Compensation procedures for gravitational errors in forces recorded in the vertical plane
were undertaken immediately prior to testing.
2.2.4. Assessment of Sensorimotor Performance
All assessments were performed prone, as described above. Familiarisation and learning (details
described below) of sensorimotor performance tasks took place the day prior to the control period.
A brief re-familiarisation of each task was performed on each assessment occasion. Force error (FE)
was evaluated during a series of five brief muscular activations and relaxations (1 Hz) in which the
aim was the precise and “blinded” attainment of a target force (50% of PF at 25◦ of knee flexion)
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using the knee flexors. The extent of FE describes the bias or constant error around a target force and
lower scores reflect better sensorimotor performance. During learning, participants received only
standardised verbal feedback during practice target matching (50% PF) and learned to self-perceive the
performance outcomes in an arbitrary scale of measurement without units. The task was deemed to
have been learned once the participant had been capable of producing consistently ten trials in which
seven or more scores showed errors within ±2.0 N of the “blinded” target force (approximately to the
99% confidence limits of the technical error associated with the load cell system). FE was computed
using the expression: force error = ((observed performance score − target performance score)/target
performance score) × 100%) and the mean error of the five serial trials was used for subsequent
data analysis.
2.3. Statistical Analysis
The effect of SR on sensorimotor performance prior to and during an episode of EIMD was
assessed using two (condition: control period; EIMD) by three (time: pre; post 0.5 h; post 48 h) by three
(stimuli: SR; no SR; placebo) ANOVAs with repeated measures on each of the three factors. Data for
non-preferred and contralateral control limbs were analysed separately for simplicity. Similar analyses
were undertaken separately for outcomes of muscle soreness, flexibility and peak force. Pre-planned
difference comparisons amongst levels of factors The assumptions underpinning the use of ANOVA
with repeated measures were checked and violations corrected by the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment
of the critical F-value, as indicated by GG. Statistical analyses were undertaken using SPSS version 19
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and significance was accepted at p < 0.05.
3. Results
3.1. Verified EIMD
Results from ANOVA showed significant interactions for muscle soreness (F[2,36] = 8.3; p < 0.005),
flexibility (F[2,36] = 6.2; p < 0.01) and peak force F[2,36] = 4.7; p < 0.01), indicating that while scores during
the antecedent control period remained relatively constant, the EIMD protocol had elicited increased
soreness (0.1 ± 0.2 units (pre); 0.63 ± 1.2 (0.5 h); 3.1 ± 1.8 units (48 h)), decreased flexibility (19.7 ± 5.7
cm (pre); 20.2 ± 5.7 cm (0.5 h); 17.9 ± 5.2 cm (48 h)) and decreased peak force (357.0 ± 48.8 N (pre);
321.2 ± 62.8 N (0.5 h); 261.7 ± 68.3 N (48 h) over time for the knee flexors of the non-preferred leg.
3.2. Effects of Stochastic Resonance (SR) Stimulation on Force Error (FE)
Sensorimotor performance (FE) showed a significant ANOVA interaction amongst factors of
condition (control period; EIMD), time (pre; post 0.5 h; post 48 h) and stimuli (SR; no SR; placebo)
(F[1.5,29.3] = 5.7; p < 0.01). Pre-planned difference comparisons amongst levels of factors suggested that
while scores during the antecedent control period had remained relatively constant, the EIMD protocol
had elicited increased FE for the knee flexors of the non-preferred leg over time (worse sensorimotor
performance) that had been most prominent at 48 h after exercise, but whose negative effects had been
ameliorated under conditions of SR (5.6 ± 3.1% (no SR) versus 3.7 ± 2.3% (SR) (pre) and 10.3 ± 4.2%
(no SR) versus 8.1 ± 5.1% (SR) (48 h), respectively; F[1,36] = 6.0; p < 0.01; Please see Figure 2). The
findings for the leg that had undergone EIMD and also separately for the contralateral control leg
identified that patterns of sensorimotor performance under no SR and placebo conditions had been
similar (7.4 ± 5.2% (no SR) versus 7.2 ± 5.7% (placebo), overall group mean scores across conditions
(F[1,33] = 1.8; ns)) suggesting that expectation biases had not intruded on the findings of the study
(Please see Table 1).
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Deterioration of sensorimotor performance immediately after and at 24 h post-EIMD has been
reported previously [10]. Variations in the extent of sensorimotor performance’ loss would be expected
to be attributed to the specific characteristics of the eccentric-focused exercise protocols designed to
produce damaging effects (for example, constant-velocity isokinetic dynamometry versus iso-inertial
weight-resisted machines), and which nevertheless, may not be entirely relevant ecologically to the
type and extent of muscular damage provoked by involving stretch-shortening cycles during novel
everyday activities [27].
Metabolic fatigue might have contributed an interactive effect alongside EIMD-related deranged
sensory apparatus to the inferior sensorimotor performance identified immediately (0.5 h) after
exercise [28]. Errors in force replication may mimic losses in peak force [6] or be influenced by
either increased activity of inflammatory muscle afferents [29], or decreased motor cortex activity [11].
Nevertheless, the extent of increased error in replicating a target force at 0.5 h (32%) and subsequently
at 48 hours after EIMD (84%) compared to baseline is concerning in a physical performance
characteristic that has been causally-related to major injuries to the knee [30]. Although the extent
of improvement in SR using mechanical sub-threshold vibration was not sufficient under these
specific experimental conditions to completely offset losses due to EIMD, using SR strategically as
a mechanism by which to attenuate post-EIMD sensorimotor deficits might nevertheless facilitate
improved maintenance of rehabilitative progressions and precision in the delivery of individualised
stimuli for effective conditioning.
It is plausible also that the physically-active convenience sample of participants used in this study
may not have been as susceptible to the influences of EIMD as might otherwise have been the case,
given the increased possibility of intrusion from antecedent repeated-bout effects [22]. As such, the
EIMD responses in this study may have been tempered and thus be unrepresentative of responses for
individuals at low levels of physical conditioning status, such as patients initiating rehabilitation. In
contrast, there is evidence for selective preservation of sensorimotor performance capabilities following
EIMD that would otherwise make the SR-related improvements to sensorimotor performance observed
in this study more noteworthy. Unilateral balance performance had been altered only at 24 h after EIMD,
coinciding with peak alterations to PF and DOMS [24], with the authors speculating that efficient
regulation of movement is routine in the presence of less severe damage and that proprioceptive
function is only compromised under extremes of exercise-related stress. The preservation of normal
muscle activation latencies [3,24,31] might highlight a protective conservation of biological resources
and enhanced emergency reflex processes. Future studies should focus attention on whether other
and more potent methods for delivering SR (for example, functional electrical stimulation) amongst
episodes of EIMD might offer greater efficacy and effectiveness in enhancing sensorimotor performance
under adverse conditions of exercise stress and strain responses. The latter mode of delivery for
stochastic resonance would arguably be less dependent on a mechanically-intimate interface to the
neuromuscular system and as such, offer the potential for greater utility during functional activities.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study has shown that SR conditioning-related increases in the sensorimotor
performance of the hamstring muscle group led to some protection from performance loss following
EIMD. Nevertheless, the effects of EIMD elicited significant transient decreases in sensorimotor
performance capabilities that exceeded the effects of SR conditioning alone. The EIMD-related
performance deterioration was prominent at 0.5 and 48 h after exercise and was sufficiently potent
even with mitigation by SR to raise concerns about commensurate losses of capability for precise and
efficient scaling of dynamic muscle actions.
Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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